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Introduction

Large area planar drift chambers with long drift
distances (up to 50 cm) have been developed for
possible use in the new Soudan 2 nucleon decay
detector. *)esign goals included fine saapling to
determine the topology of coaplex events witi. several
low-energy tracks. The large scale of the experiment
(> 1000 metric tons) required large area, inexpensive
chanters, which also had good position resolution and
nuIti-track separation. The chanters were to be
insta1 led be cueen thin sheets of steel to forn a f ine-
grai ned detec tor. A second goal was the saapling of
Jil/dx with each position measurement, In order to
determine the direction and particle identity of each
track. In this paper we report on the construction
and operation o£ a prototype detector consisting of SO
chambers, separa ted by 3 on-thick steel plates.
Readout of drift tine and pulse height fron anode
wires and an orthogona1 grid of bussed cathode pads
utilized 6-bit flash ADC's.

This application of the drift-collection
calorimenpr technique to a nucIcon decay detector
follows the investigation by a number of groups of
ca lorimeters for high energy detectors *>ased on long
drifting.

Construction

The chamber design enphasized compatibility with
mass production techniques in order to minimize costs.
Their construction is illustrated in F 1 T h e
mass production techniques in order to minimize costs.
Their construction is illustrated in F.._,. 1. The
active area of the prototype chanters is 1 a by 0.5 o,
but nuch longer chambers could be nade for a full-
sized detector. G10 and copper printed circuit boards
1,6 mm thick form both the cover and gas seal for the
chambers and also the electrodes which apply the drif
electric field. The covers are separated and the
chanber made rigid by a frame made of 1 cm square GIO
electric field. The covers are separated and the
chanber made rigid by a frame made of 1 cm square

ift

GIO

bars, which surrounds the sensitive region of the
chaober and has cross oe tab era which dtvid? the
sensitive ares into two 50 en squares.

lonizatlon electrons produced by charged particles
traversing the 1 en thick chanber dr.'ift along the
50 CD dimension of the chaober, perpendicular to the
drift field electrodes, up to a caxiRim distance of
50 co. At thti end of the diift region, the electrons
ere detected by a 1 P long proportional wire (diameter
38 un) which is crntered between the two cover sheets
and 0.5 en froo the edge frar.e menber. Above and
below the wire, Che copper on the printed circuit
boards is segmented into 1.3 ca wide cathode pads on 2
en centers, in order to read out the coordinate along
the wire.

The drift field is produced by 2 no wide copper
lines on the cover plates, spaced 1 en apart. These
drift electrodes are connected through card edge
connectors to an external resistor chain which grades
Che applied drift voltage. In order to control the
potential everywhere on the boundary of the drift
region, these drift electrodes and the G10 surfaces
between then are covered by high resistivity (-- 10
ohns/square) conducting ink. The ink is an epoxy-
based material uhlch was applied by si Ik-screening and
cured by baking. The inside surfaces of the fracie
oeobers are §lso covered by the resistive ink, with
the sane 10 ohns/square on the frame cross nenbe rs,
which cross che drift electrodes. Lower resistivity
(10 ohos/squsre) naterial is used on the long frane
members, which 3re in contact with the cathode pads or
the highest-voltage drift electrode, and are therefore
at constant potential.

Bonding of the cover plates to the frane was
accomplished with a heat curing epoxy tape. Since
both the epoxy tape and the conducting epoxy ink were
cured by similar baking cycles, it was found possible

Cut-away D r i f t Chamber Schematic

Fig. 1. Cutaway drawing of the long-drifting planar
charters. Por clarity, a reduced number
of drift field electrodes (there are 48)
and ca,thode pads (there are 25 In each 50
cai length) are drawn.
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co assemble the chamber with both the conducting ink
and the epoxy tape uncured, and then to cure both in
une oven cycle. The chanber coup orients were held flat
and under pressure in an assembly fixture. Alignment
pins in the fixture assured the precise positioning
(t 125 ua) of the electrodes on emcb cover relative to
one another, in order that there was no component of
the drift field into the covers.

Operation

Since the drifting path is relatively long (up to
50 cm) and in a confined space of poor aspect ratio,
special care is needed to minimize losses of the
drifting electrons. In order to reduce the loss of
electrons by diffusion into the wails, we chose a cool
gas: 90/i argon, 10% CO-,. The oxygen concentration in
the gas was nonitored and kept at less than 10 ppm.
Higher concentratlons produced noticeable attenuation
at long drift distances.

The conducting ink interpolates between the
potentials of the copper strips, eliminate fields fron
charged dielectric surfaces, and shields the drift
voIune from the effects of external conductors. We
have further reduced the effects of inperfections in
the electric field, and also of diffusion, by use of a
focussing electric field:

E » EQ exp(-bz), with

b => 0.03/co,

where the +z direction is taken opposite to the
electron drift direction. The applied drift potential
is -1GKV, giving a drift field of 366 v/cn near the
anode wire, and 30 v/cra at the longest drift
distance. This variation of the z component of the
drift field produces a focussing conponent such that
the eleetron drift direction at the cover plates is
pointed toward the center by 16 mrad. The total tine
for 50 en drift is 46 usec.

The proportiona1 wire was operated typically at
•+-17 50 volts, which produced a gas gain of about 5 x
10 \

Prototype Detector Array

A prototype calorimeter was assenbeled fron 50
drift chambers interleaved with 3 on thick steel
sheets, as shown in Fig. 2. The performance of the
device was studied in a Low-energy charged particle
test beam. The support structure for the 0.6-ton
array a LLowed it to be tipped and rotated such that a
wide range of incident angles could be studied. The
chambers were connected to a common drift high voltage
divider bus, and were supplied in parallel from a
single flow-through gas system. A scinti l lator
trigger was provided for cosmic ray studies, as shown
in Fig. 2.

electronics and Keadout

An orthogonal two-dimensional readout was obtained
from the prototype array by reading out individually
each anode wire, bussing corresponding cathode pads
from chamber to chamber, and reading out each of the
cathode busses. Thus the data from the 50 anode wires
gave horizontal track positions and data from the 50
cathode busses gave the vertical positions.

Positive and negative signals from the cathodes
and anodes respectively are carried on fibbon bus and
coaxial cable to preamplifiers. These are simple
coramon-base-input devices which change the current
signal to a voltage output. Twenty aeter long AMP 50

T»« b«M tries

Fig. 2. Prototype calorimeter, 50 drift char.bers
(fewer are drawn for clarity) were ^ounteJ
between 3 ca thick steel sheets. Drift and
anode high voltages are bussed along the top
and cathodes are bussed alont; the s tde (on ly
one cathode bus is shown).

nass-terminated ribbon coaxial cables carry these
signals to shaping acplifiers with a rise-tine of
100 nsec and a fall-t ice of 480 nsec. The reshaped
signal was then presented to the input of a 6-bit
flash ADC which digitized the signal anplitude every
150 nsec and stored the result in a randon access
nenory (RAM). The signal shaping to a length greater
than the digitization tine of the flash ADC allows the
original pulse shape tc be recovered by a simple
linear transfornation.

Between triggers and subsequent readout of da ta,
the flash ABC system was constantly digitizing and
storing results in a 512 location RAM inplenented as a
circular buffer. Uich the 150 nsec clock tine for the
ADC, 512 locations per readout channel provided a
75 usec window on the tine history of the drift
chambers. The external trigger, fron the coincidence
of the two scintillation counters or the test bean
electronics, caused the RAH address at the time of the
trigger to be stored. The electronics continued
digitizing and storing the data for the next 50 usec,
at which tine the clock was stopped and the computer
Interrupted.

For each channel of readout, 512 data words are
recorded. Since only an average of 6-10 of these
words are occupied by valid data a special data
preprocessor vas built to scan the data before
transfer to the host computer, deleting those data
words with ADC channels below a preset threshold. For
each ADC count above threshold, the clock address and
data are concatenated and written into a FIFO buffer.

A sore complete description of the electronic
system Is giyen by Dawson, Hay, and Soloney in these
proceedings.

Data Taking

The 50 chamber prototype array was exposed to a
beam containing positive and negative pions, muons,
and electrons, whose momentum was varied from 150 to
400 HeV/c, a range appropriate to the intended use in
the Soudan 2 nucleon decay experiment. The beam was
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Fig. 3. Drift tine vs. drift distance.

produced by the 500 MeV protons of the Argonne
National Laboratory Intense Pulsed Neutron Source
faci li ty. Each test-bean particle was identified by
time-of-flight measurement. In separate runs, the
prototype detector readout was triggered on cosmic ray
particles, in order to observe tracks traversing all

Fig. 4. Position resolution calculated fron residuals
to straight-line fits to tracks as a function
of drift distance.

parts of the drift chambers and determine uniformity
of response.
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Fig. 5. Response of chamber to cosaic ray tracks vs* position in chaaber. Each graph plots the average pulse
height va. the drift distance for the vertical range written above the graph.



Performance of Prototype Detector

The time vs. distance relationship in typical
chambers was measured using a scintlllator and a
radioactive source. The results are plotted in
Fig. 3. The varying drift velocity resulting from the
exponential field is quite evident. This velocity
profile could be expected to lead to • position
resolution which improves with Increasing drift
distance, if the position resolution Is dominated by
the ADC clock. The position resolution as determined
fron residuals of track fitting is shown in Fig. 4.
The resolution is seen to diminish only slightly from
the shortest drift distances to the longest,
indica-.ng that the effect of electron diffusion is
beginning to dominate at long drift distances.

Cosmic ray tracks have been used to determine the
uniformity of response of the chanbers over their
area. Fig. 5 plots the average pulse height as a
fjuction of position over a representative 50 en
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Fig. 6. Anode vs. cathode pulse height correlation.
(a) Scatter plot, (b) ratio (anode pulse
height}/(cathode pulse height).

square section of one chamber. All vertical sections
are consistent with an average attenuation of 23A,
giving an electron lifetime of 100 usec. Propor-
tional! ty between anode and cathode signals is shown
in Fig. 6, which shows (a) a scatter plot of cathode
vs. anode signals and (b) a histogram of the ratio of
anode pulse height/cathode pulse height. (Although the
raw cathode signal has about one-third the charge of
the anode signal, the choice of preamplifier gains has
made the amplified cathode signal slightly larger.)

A prime reason for including measurement of dE/dx
in a nucleon decay detector is to determine the
direction of motion of a particle along a track, IO
that a decay vertex can be distinguished from the
interaction or scattering of a single particle. Since

direction «e asuresent derives fron the increase In
dE/dx as the particle slows down, we show in Fig. 7 a
scatter plot of the sum of the first 5 chanber signals
vs. the sun of the last 5 chamber signals for 250
MeV/c stopping cjon tracks. The direction is
correctly determined if the signal from the last S is
greater than that fros the first 5, i.e. the point in
the scatter plot is above the 45° lice. In this
example, the direction is correctly determined for 87
f I" of the tracks.
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Use of dE/dx to deteraine direction of 25U
HeV/c muon tracks. See text for details.

Detailed analysis of identified bean track
topologies will be discussed elsewhere, but we end
this paper with representative event displays of a
pion (Fig. 8a), a nuon (Fig. Sb) and an electron
(Fig. Be). The figures show the qualitatively
different appearance expected in such a fine-grained
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Examples of n+. " + . «nd e+ tracks In the
prototype detector, showing characteristic
differences that allow Identification of
particle tracks.



tracking detector: the mion Is straight except for a
small amount of multiple Coulomb scattering aa I t
stops; the plon underjoes a large-angle scatter; and
the electron, even at this low energy, shows the
ragged appearance of an electromagnetic shower. (Only
the anode-wire view is shown {or each event. Note
chat the track display of Fig. 8 shows the pulse-
height profile of each drift chanber h i t , as i t i s
measured by the flash ADC.
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